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Overcoming Stress: Body and Mind 
Health is: optimal mental, physical and social well being not merely an 

absence of disease or infirmity.  

In other words , it’s not good enough just to feel good, you must function 

optimally in all these areas (in my opinion we should also include        

spiritual).  It is only when all of these are addressed that true optimal 

health can be achieved. 

Lets discuss the mental component.  Some refer to the management of 

this component as peace management. 

You must remember that you are the gate keeper to what goes in 

(and out) of your mind. 

It is truly the greatest battlefield of all; the battlefield of the mind.              

A negatively stressful life will rarely lead to a successful, healthy and happy body despite following most of the other important rules 

of wellness.  

With 40 + years of experience I’ve noticed there’s two types of people; those who are stuck in a negative rut (a little more about that 

later) and those who actively prevent themselves from adopting negative behavior. 

Fact is, you can't separate your wellness from your emotions. Every feeling you have affects some part of your body.  With the stress 

response, there are immense physiological changes in every organ, tissue, gland and system of the body.  We were designed that 

way.  We would enter into the stress response when we were in pursuit of our next meal or when we were avoiding becoming a meal.  

Basically we would elicit a stress response for only minutes at a time.  Nowadays we experienced multiple stress attacks for pro-

longed periods of time.   

While some stress is unavoidable our response to that stress is within our control and a learned behavior.  Let’s go back to the stuck 

in a rut analogy.  If you were to walk through pristine field and look back, you might see footprints or at the very least, the grass would 

be matted down.  If you’re to keep walking down the same path you would eventually do that exact thing, create a path and the more 

you would walk down that path, the more of a path it would become.  Eventually this would be the path you would take every time, it’s 

obvious, it’s easy and it’s your habitual pathway.  The pathway of least resistance.  In fact, creating an altogether new pathway is 

difficult and requires work.  You have to go through that whole process once again. 

What does this have to do with mental attitude?  Well, the rooted response to a stressful situations that we’ve adopted over the years 

has become embedded and habitual.  We need to reboot.  Create a new path.  Create a new “rut”. 

Stress becomes negative only when your response to it is negative or your response lasts excessively long.  

Also if your feelings and emotions are inappropriate for the circumstances, your stress response will be. 

Remember, you’re in control.  Choose your response and stand by it.  Force yourself to look at the glass as half full not half empty.  

Before you know it, this will become your new habit.  Just like any other habit, it will take time and persistence.  Our personality and 

emotions are not pre-determined or pre-programmed as we once thought.  

What science has discovered: You control your genes. They don't control you!  Although your DNA is your basic blueprint, it's trig-

gered by attitude and environment.  

It’s been said that, “negativity and complaints are to the devil what worship is to God”.   

We are made powerful and strong, choose your words choose your reactions and pretty much choose your future.                           

You don’t have to be stressed, in fact when you think of “stressed” read it backwards. 


